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MACSA ID UK TO SHOW UPGRADED ILASERBOX 450 COMPACT LASER MARKING WORK STATION
Macsa ID UK Ltd (www.macsa.co.uk) – a division of Barcelona-based laser coding, marking and
scoring equipment manufacturer, Macsa ID – will be showing its upgraded iLaserbox 450 laser
marking work station at the Southern Manufacturing & Electronics Show. Ideal for first time laser
users, the more ergonomically designed unit now features a lateral instead of vertical door for
improved ease of operation.

The newly enhanced Macsa’s iLaserbox 450 can be switched to Class 4 mode for marking large or
irregular part configurations. This feature makes it ideal for high value, low volume applications
within a range of industrial markets, including automotive and aerospace.

Macsa’s entry-level iLaserbox 450 is a compact, economic and easy to install laser marking work
station. Simple to integrate and manage, the iLaserbox 450 can also operate safely in standard Class
1, semi-manual and low-volume marking applications. It can handle components measuring up to
264mm (length) x350mm (width) x 160mm (height)*.

The iLaserbox 450 work station is compatible with Macsa’s full range of industrial laser systems.
These include the Nano DPSS compact all-in-one, F Duo Fiber laser for high precision 2D and 3D
marking on metals, and D Duo DPSS models for quality marking on plastics and delicate substrates.

Used in conjunction with Macsa ID software, the iLaserbox 450 is simple to encode for consistent
and precise marking of text, barcodes and other graphic files.

Macsa ID delivers advanced solutions to meet the coding, identification and traceability needs of the
manufacturing industry. It is one of the five largest international companies in the laser and coding
sector. Macsa ID is supported by a sales and service network that spans more than 80 countries and
has direct offices in Spain, China, Malaysia and now the UK.

Macsa ID’s head office is located in Barcelona, Spain and is the only Spanish company that
manufactures laser marking equipment. The company invests more that 8% of its revenues in R&D
annually to maintain its position as a technological leader in the market.

*Maximum height of the component depends on the used lens.
For product information please contact: sales.uk@macsa.com or telephone 01462 816091.
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